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From a media release:
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Canada’s favourite log home builders return this winter in a new high-stakes, high-reward season of

 Timber Kings premiering January 3rd at 10pm ET/PT on HGTV Canada. The awe-inspiring builds

 and hilarious hijinks continue online with full episodes and bonus scenes appearing on HGTV.ca the

 day after broadcast. Fans can also get a closer look at their favourite cast members on-air in the six-

part special series Timber Kings: Under the Hard Hat premiering March 13th at 10pm ET/PT.

Season three of Timber Kings kicks off with Joel and Bryan Sr. putting the final touches on an

 enormous 82,000-square foot home in Russia that includes an Olympic-sized swimming pool.

 Meanwhile, Beat takes on the most perilous build of his career: a luxury vacation home on the edge

 of a 100-foot cliff. When they’re not building the world’s most spectacular log homes, the crew

 tackles plenty of impressive side projects. It’s sink or swim for Peter as he undertakes an

 adventurous experiment to build a wooden raft that can handle white water rapids. André focuses

 his attention on a sentimental kids’ play-palace at the local hospital, while Bryan Jr. whips up an

 outdoor kitchen before hitting the beach in search of the ultimate driftwood bar.

After every episode, fans can catch exclusive bonus scenes on HGTV.ca that dive deeper into the

 storylines from that week. Whether it’s taking a tour of the Russian mansion, getting an even closer

 look at the challenges of log home building, or getting an all-access pass to Joel’s Tough Mudder

 race, these bonus scenes offer an extended look at life as a Timber King.

Beginning March 13th, Timber Kings: Under the Hard Hat takes over the 10pm Sunday spot with

 back-to-back episodes. Each half-hour installment provides an in-depth look at one of the cast

 members, revisits their best builds, biggest challenges, and priceless pranks. There’s no holding

 back as the entire Timber Kings cast serves up a healthy dose of fresh colour commentary on their

 fellow builders.

Fans can watch past episodes on HGTV.ca or catch-up with an all-day marathon on January 3rd

 starting at 9am and leading up to the season premiere at 10pm ET/PT.
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Greg David
For over 15 years, Greg David has been a television critic for TV Guide
 Canada, the country's most trusted source for TV news. He has interviewed television actors,
 actresses and behind-the-scenes folks from countless programs. Survivor winners, Donald
 Trump, Jerry Bruckheimer ... he has interviewed (literally) hundreds of TV people over the
 course of his career. He is a past member of the Television Critics Association.
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